
Connectors



What was your 
first job?



What is the 
best thing about
virtual learning?



What is rocking
your world today?



Have you ever met
anyone famous?



What is one thing the
pandemic has inspired
you to do differently?



What are you
reading right now

(besides this
question obviously)?



What did you learn
today that you are

planning to do
something about?



If you could learn a
skill in an instant-
what would it be?



What's the furthest
you've traveled from

your home? 



Who is someone 
you admire?



Got any favorite
quotes?



Got any favorite
memes?



Show someone a
favorite picture
from your phone.



Been anywhere
recently for the 

first time?



What is the number
one step your school

needs to take to
become more

inclusive?



What’s your
favorite family

tradition?



What is your
favorite food?



How has the pandemic
informed or expanded

your views about
inclusion?



When you think
about inclusion of
____ students
what comes to

mind?



How do we get
more people on

board for inclusive
education?



What has made
you smile today?



How do you like 
your eggs?



What is one skill
your team has on

lock?



Do you collect
anything?



What is your
favorite breakfast

cereal?



If you could change
your name to anything-
what would you want

it to be?



What world culture
or tradition do you
find fascinating?



Design a dream
vacation



If your school
were a carnival

ride, what would it
be and why?



What language are
you most interested in

learning?



What is your
inclusion theme

song?



If you could
recommend one

thing to a decision-
maker, what would

it be?



What is your best
leadership quality?



What soothes your
spirit when you are

in a bad mood?



What is your
favorite teen slang

these days?



What is your
favorite sweet

treat or dessert?



What country are
you most interest in
learning about or

visiting?


